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INTRODUCTION 

The two most important aspects of politics are the support of the public and media coverage 

and attention. In recent times, media has been provided with several platforms through social 

media, influencing the general public's opinion on things ranging from trivial to significant. 

The political parties use these media platforms to garner stable mass support from the general 

public. When talking about media influence on the public, mentioning film stars and other 

influential celebrities goes without saying. With the passage of time various mediums which 

bridge the distance between the public and the politician had been adopted by political parties; 

Such mediums include film stars and other such influential celebrities. The modern easy 

reaching modes which have been utilized by film stars have assisted them in presenting their 

influence within politics. In older times, specifically the time before the Internet and 

smartphones spread like wildfire among the people, television served as a targeted medium for 

celebrities to carry out their “political influence”. The evolution of Internet as late the 

foundation of social media which since has been used by various age groups and hence, 

celebrities have the advantage of connecting with masses especially the upcoming youth of the 

country. Involvement of celebrities in a country's polity is not a new trend or phenomenon. 

Film and sports stars are often seen participating in their country's politics and also in certain 

cases leave behind such a legacy where they are better remembered for their work as a politician 

rather than their actual profession. There are several examples from around the world which 

highlight the participation of celebrities especially film and sports in politics. For example, 

Ronal Reagan, former US President (1981) was an actor before his presidency; Donald Trump, 

the 45th President of the USA was a businessman and a popular TV personality. The growing 

influence of celebrities in politics has led to the utilization of their fame and their established 

fandom and following as a platform which can be used to enter the field of quality or express 
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their influence on political ideology and issues. Such politics can be better referred to as 

“celebrity politics”1. 

Through this paper, the researcher has highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of film 

stars and other such celebrities participating in politics and put forth different views and 

arguments with respect to the participation of celebrities in politics. 

HYPOTHESIS 

Participation of film stars and celebrities should be subjected to certain conditions and 

limitations. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

To conduct this research various authentic literary works have been referred to by the 

researcher. Preference has been given to secondary sources to collect the necessary data for an 

apt and effective research. The literary works thus referred are as follows: Nation vs Local 

Celebrity Endorsements and Politics by Anubhav A. Mishra & Abhinav A. Mishra-This 

journal article has highlighted the use of celebrities as marketers in order to boost the image 

and sales of a brand, political party endorsed by them. The research is based on the effect of 

involvement and endorsements made by celebrities on the choice of voters and the number of 

voters and if such endorsements can alter the existing situation of politics in the general masses. 

The research has established a direct and positive relationship between credibility of the 

endorser and the credibility of the political brand a relationship which shows a variation with 

the type of celebrity that is, local or national. Marketing Development: Celebrity Politics 

and the ‘New’ Development Advocacy by April Biccum-This article has highlighted the 

changes which have occurred due to the involvement of celebrity figures in the field of polity. 

The author has also highlighted the gradual fusion of politics with the celebrity world. 

Furthermore, it states that political activism through the involvement of celebrities has become 

an increasing trend in countries globally. The author has examined the development of 

advocacy in Australia funds by the government and celebrities and the links between them. 

Celebrity Politicians: Popular Culture and Political Representation by John Street-The 

 
1   Brian D.Loader, Ariadne Vromen & Michael A Xenos, Celebrity Politics, Social Networking and the Political 

Engagement of Young, 3 MCS 400, 402 (2016).   
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article has mentioned the increasing media attention which has been directed towards the 

occurrence of “Celebrity Politician”. It has illustrated the two types of participation of 

celebrities in politics and how these participations have been considered by critics as ways to 

“debase liberal democratic political representation”. The author has challenged the critique and 

argued that a person can be consistent with coherent political representation even if he is a 

celebrity politician. Celebrity Politics by Mark Wheeler-The book has discussed politics 

involving celebrity participations in the error of modernity where various platforms are 

available to reach a wider public with a greater impact. The author has given an analysis of 

history of celebrity politics in America. The book has discussed the media coverage received 

by celebrity politicians in political affairs within the US and the UK. It has described the 

various ways celebrities participate and contribute in politics, that is, as campaign stars, 

activism of advocacy and diplomacy. Celebrity politics, Social Networking and the Political 

Engagement of Young People by Brian D. Loader, Ariadne Vromen & Michael A Xenos- 

the article talks about the platforms such as social media used by politicians to engage the youth 

of a country with politics. The article has analyzed the trend of understanding regarding the use 

of social media by politicians and political celebrities to build credibility and trust among the 

youth to influence the outlook on the quality of their country. Political Star Power and 

Political Parties by Natalie T. Wood & Kenneth C. Herbst- this article has analyzed the 

extent to which celebrities can have an influence on the voting. The main focus of the article 

is to assess if such influence is greater for the Democratic or Republic political parties of the 

US. 

ANALYSIS 

There are two dynamics shared between celebrities and politics: first, where celebrities only 

engage in political agendas and endorse in the favor of a political party on their platform which 

can impact the choices of their ardent followers.2 For example, actor George Clooney and 

television host Oprah Winfrey endorsed the 2008 campaign of Barack Obama. American 

musician hank Williams endorsed the campaign of Senator John McCain through his song; 

second, where celebrities themselves join a political party by using their platform of fame and 

power. For example, actor Arnold Schwarzenegger, who was the former governor of California 

and now is a prominent politician of the country, there are several Indian celebrities like 

Rajnikanth, Jayalalitha who not only made an influential platform in the cinematic world but 

 
2 John Street, Celebrity Politicians: Popular Culture and Political Representation, 6 BJPIR 435, 440 (2004).   
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have used that established fame and power to have an equally influential political career as 

well. These “celebrity politician” are the people who use the fame and capitalize on it to gain 

more political power and support from the general public.3 Even though they may be new to 

the world of politics, they do bear an advantage in comparison to other new contenders. For 

instance, a well-known and respected celebrity already has a stable support through his fandom 

whereas the contender who is a common man needs to start from scratch to earn the trust and 

respect of the masses which may still fall short in comparison to that office celebrity contender; 

Celebrity with a well-established and continuing cinematic career seldomly find themselves 

falling short of funds required for rallies other advertisements whereas a common man has to 

revert to door to door service to gather adequate amount of funds. Since the celebrities now 

have access to better modes of communication and media platforms which result in a larger 

audience targeted and a greater impact of their actions. 

Given the activism of celebrities on social media platforms, they have a significant influence 

on policy making and can help agendas required for humanitarian issues not only in their 

respective countries but on a global level.4 In this era of late modernity, increasing political 

activism of celebrities has led to the fusion of two separate fields that is, culture and politics. 

The concept of celebrity politics is not uncommon since governments have used it for their 

benefit by capitalizing on this idea, they have formulated strategies to promote “global citizens” 

as a necessity of global economy5. It is a well-established fact that celebrities dominate the 

world of influencing the public and hence it has been exploited in various ways such as brand 

endorsements, advertisements etc. but such influence has gradually made its way into 

governance majorly through politics. Celebrity politics is still a growing advocacy strategy; It 

has made possible for political parties and their agendas to be a highlight within the digital age 

especially in America. The professional capabilities of celebrities specially the ability to form 

parasocial relations with general public attract political parties to invite their participation in 

politics6. Such professional capabilities have major subjectivity an influence on the public 

without actual insight on all issues pressed by them. Such practices can affect the norms and 

values and political areas first up on a positive side, it is to be noted that since digitalization, 

 
3 MARK WHEELER, CELEBRITY POLITICIANS, 5 (John Wiley & Sons 2013). 
4 Anubhav A. Mishra & Abhinav A. Mishra, Nation vs Local Celebrity Endorsements and Politics, 27 IJPCS 409, 

410 (2014). 
5 April Biccum, Marketing Development: Celebrity Politics and the ‘New’ Development Advocacy, 32 TWQ 1331, 

1335 (2011). 
6Anubhav A. Mishra & Abhinav A. Mishra, Nation vs Local Celebrity Endorsements and Politics, 27 IJPCS 409, 

410 (2014).  
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people especially the youth has become and there's a lot about the real agendas behind political 

participation of celebrities7.  

Just like the USA, India is not a stranger to political participation of celebrities especially in 

South India. For instance, MG Ramachandran was an actor and till date is regarded as one of 

the most influential chief ministers of Tamil Nadu; Jayalalithaa who was an actor too was loved 

by her followers and was also an influential politician. But many times, it was also seen that 

celebrities were not able perform their duties as was expected of them. For example, famous 

Bollywood actress Rekha, member of the Rajya Sabha failed to have an impact in the political 

world; Sachin Tendulkar, who though had a better impact as compared to Rekha but it did not 

suffice to the expectations of the public. When celebrities acquired the electoral seats through 

their fame, they are expected to work for the public and break the previous stereotypical 

celebrity image.8 Their impact as politicians may not be in their favor owing to the factors such 

as their below average attendance and lack of engagement during parliamentary sessions. If the 

celebrity politicians work only for the welfare of the public, they are less likely to have any 

personal or other political interests given their own wealth and platform. Hence, they had the 

option of being an independent social agent working to bring change within society for the 

better. Timely and powerful discussions can result in a large-scale scared positive impact when 

celebrity play the center role in them9.  

 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CELEBRITY PARTICIPATION 

Participation of celebrities in politics is not an uncommon occurrence and so are the advantages 

and disadvantages which it bears. The participation of celebrities in politics has from time to 

time highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of such participation.  

 ADVANTAGES 

 The following are the advantages of celebrity participation in politics:  

 
7    Brian D.Loader, Ariadne Vromen & Michael A Xenos, Celebrity Politics, Social Networking and the Political 

Engagement of Young, 3 MCS 400, 405 (2016).   
8 Natalie T. Wood & Kenneth C. Herbst, Political Star Power and Political Parties, 6 JPM 141,143 (2007). 
9 Anubhav A. Mishra & Abhinav A. Mishra, Nation vs Local Celebrity Endorsements and Politics, 27 IJPCS 409, 

412 (2014). 
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• They can use the influence on general public to have a positive impact on the 

democracy. The political party endorsed by them can benefit in terms of votes through 

their fame and fandom. 

• They can help in providing funding and better facilities to aid the policies of their 

political party. 

• Since they come from a background where they have a different approach towards the 

public, they can reshape the political process by providing new ideas to interact with 

the general masses. It is easier for celebrities to break through the perception of public 

where every political approach is seen as an agenda of the party to get votes. 

 DISADVANTAGES 

The disadvantages of celebrity participation in politics are as follows: 

• Many celebrities participating in politics in reality had no knowledge of the field which 

is unfair towards those political aspirants who work hard to enter into this powerful stop 

owing to their lack of political knowledge they are more prone to making incorrect 

decisions which may adversely affect the public. 

• Their influence on the public can give way to prejudice among masses. The uneducated 

sector of the population may become influenced by them even if they are supporting 

misinformation and such public may end up opposing your credible source.  

• Given their schedules as a celebrity they cannot fully focus on politics workshop since 

being a celebrity and politician are both jobs it is only fair that the dedicate that time as 

much as any politician does. 

 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE DEBATE 

Celebrities who participate in politics have various reasons to do so. On a positive aspect it can 

be due to their genuine interest in politics and public welfare. But if celebrities participate with 

the motive of getting more popular and richer it amounts to a negative aspect. It is the general 

public which bears the brunt in the end hence, it is a necessity to have a concrete solution which 

not only puts an end to this debate but also results in the benefit of the public at large. Since, 

celebrities too are citizens of the country who have been given special status in the society, 

discriminating against them on the basis of their job is violative of their fundamental rights. 

Hence, certain criteria and conditions should be formulated to ensure on only those persons 

who have adequate knowledge about the political world and who can dedicate themselves and 
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their time for the welfare of the public have a chance to enter politics. It has been observed that 

a common man has to endeavor for years to even get a Municipality ticket whereas, a celebrity 

based on their career can easily get a ticket and eventually become a member of Parliament.  

Politicians are required to be present for at least 120 days of the year and attend parliamentary 

sessions in India, which as seen in a significant number of celebrity politicians is not possible. 

Not only do they do not attend sessions given their busy schedule as a celebrity. It is often 

observed that celebrity politicians give preference to their duty as a celebrity rather than as a 

politician. Their involvement in politics affects the content they endorse and also the choices 

they make as a celebrity and politician may clash with each other making them easy targets of 

criticism not only from the opposition but also from their own fandom and general public.10 

The positive aspects of a celebrity politicians are significant too. Since, they already have fame 

and trust among the population, their influence is easy to make a greater impact on it. 

Furthermore, the funding and facilities which the political parties need to implement their 

policies can easily be provided by these celebrity politicians.  

Since, the participation of celebrities has both pros and cons which weigh almost equally on 

the scale, the only solution is to come up with an alternative method for their participation. 

Celebrities should be allowed to participate in politics only if they have substantial knowledge 

or background of politics. Since their attendance in parliamentary session is also a major issue, 

they should be required to either choose between a celebrity career or a political career all some 

limitations should be imposed on their schedule and engagement at the celebrity. 

CONCLUSION 

Participation of celebrities like film stars has been a topic of heavy debate among critics as well 

as local masses. There is a significant number of film stars and influential celebrities who have 

sincerely worked hard in the field of politics and just like any other job have dedicated their 

lives to for the betterment of their country. But the fact that there is also a significant if not a 

greater number of celebrities who enter politics only with the intention of getting more 

powerful and richer. Though celebrities have a special status in the society and often seen 

higher than major politicians, it cannot be denied that they too are citizens of a country and 

have a right to choose their profession. In India, it has been observed that celebrities often 

bounce their glamour career with politics which results in irregular parliamentary appearances; 

 
10 MARK WHEELER, CELEBRITY POLITICIANS, 10 (John Wiley & Sons 2013). 
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or their endorsements of a particular political agenda or a party can also have a negative impact 

on the general public hence, it becomes a necessity to put conditions and limits in the way of 

participation of celebrities in politics. Such should be in a way that no rights of the celebrities 

are hindered and they can focus completely on politics.  
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